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Description of the problem

In diffusive SNS junctions Josephson votices are known to form vortex lines,
but not a vortex lattice [1, 2]. What about ballistic junctions?

Setup:
I Metallic weak link, 2D square lattice.
I Short-junction regime L� ξ, with ξ = h̄vF/∆.
I Perpendicular magnetic field B, screened from superconductor.
I lcycl = h̄kF/eB� L

Semiclassical calculation of the supercurrent

Figure: Setup scheme and electron
trajectories used in the semiclassical
calculation.

Dispersion relation:

Ek = E0− 1
2E0(cos kx + cos ky). (1)

Nonuniform angular profile of a velocity
ρ(θ) is determined from this dispersion
relation, depending on Fermi energy EF.

MF-induced phase shift along the
semiclassical trajectory:
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Single mode supercurrent:
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Supercurrent vortex lattice

Figure: SC density in a middle of Josephson junction. Temperature kBT = ∆. Bottom right panel:
current vortex lattice (lattice constant avortex = πl2m/L = 0.32 L at lm/L = 0.32) in a
square-warped Fermi surface.

Edge reconstruction of the current vortex lattice

Figure: Effect of a hard-wall boundary on the SC vortex lattice. W/L = 10.16,
φ1−φ2 ≡ φ = π/2, kBT = ∆.

Figure: Tight-binding simulation of an ballistic short SNS junction on a square lattice with a
half-filled band, zoomed to right boundary. For parameters, see [3]. At low temperature
current-phase dependency is no longer sinusoidal, therefore vortex-antivortex symmetry is broken.

Fraunhofer oscillations

Figure: Critical current versus the flux Φ

through the Junction. Red curve: circular
Fermi surface; blue curve: square Fermi
surface; grey curve: low-field Fraunhofer
oscillations:
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l2m

LW
∣∣sin(LW/l2m)

∣∣ .

Conclusions

I For square-shaped Fermi surface a biparticle lattice of Josephson vortices
develops.

I For circular-shaped Fermi surface 2D arrangement is hidden by angular
averaging over it.

I For 2D vortex lattice regime, edge channel of a width lm develops, which causes
slow-down of Fraunhofer oscillations decay from 1/Φ to 1/

√
Φ.

I 2D arrangement can also be observed for hexagonal warped Fermi surface, for
example, surface states of Bi2Te3 topological insulator.

I Such structure can be observed, using scanning tunneling spectroscopy [4].
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